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Uncertainties at the top of the stemma
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“it is a common experience that uncertainties increase 
towards the top of a stemma”

M. D. Reeve, in Manuscripts and Methods, p. 103 n. 106, commenting upon R. Marichal:
“dans tout stemma le rez-de-chaussée est facilement et bien fondé, les étages supérieurs
sont fragiles et contestables” […] “dans les parties hautes, les lignes par lesquelles on relie
à l’archétype sont presque toujours suspectes. Et pourtant c’est d’elles seules que dépend
le sort du texte”

“in every stemma, the ground floor is easily and well founded, the 
upper floors are fragile and questionable” […] “in the upper parts, 
the lines by which one connects [the manuscripts] to the 
archetype are almost always suspect. And yet it is on them alone 
that the fate of the text depends”
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Causes of this uncertainty

M. D. Reeve, in Manuscripts and Methods, p. 103:

• “removal of gross errors”, esp. at the early stages of the 
tradition

• “greater losses among older manuscripts”

• “reduction of what biologist call ‘outgroups’, namely groups 
independent of the one that is being analysed, as the stemma 
approaches the original” 
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‘Outgroup’ in the Handbook of stemmatology
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In biology

• p. 306 (Manafzadeh / Staedler):  The most common method for rooting 
trees in biology is by using an outgroup. An outgroup is a taxon that is a 
relative of the group under study. The key point of an outgroup is that, 
although related to the taxa under study, the outgroup taxon lacks some 
biological traits that are common to the group under study. Ideally, the 
outgroup should be close enough to allow inference from trait data or 
molecular sequencing, but distant enough to be a clear outgroup. […] An 
analogue to biogenetic outgroups may be found in traditions that 
incorporate texts or parts of texts from other traditions – a text may have 
been included in a compendium or florilegium that has its own tradition, 
for example. Also, the existence of early translations can be seen as an 
analogue to outgroups. Usually, however, for stemmatologists no 
outgroups are available, and they have to turn to other methods to 
determine the roots in their trees.
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In philology: contra

• p. 223 (Roelli): Computerised approaches from biology are not usually helpful 
for [directing variants], as biologists tend to use an outgroup to root their trees. 
The outgroup is an organism distantly related to the group of taxa being 
studied. The point where its branch exits the tree then corresponds to the 
MRCA of the studied group. As texts are written at some point in time ex nihilo, 
this approach cannot usually be used for rooting the tree.

• p. 331 (Hoenen): An analogue to biogenetic outgroups may be found in 
traditions that incorporate texts or parts of texts from other traditions – a text 
may have been included in a compendium or florilegium that has its own 
tradition, for example. Also, the existence of early translations can be seen as 
an analogue to outgroups. Usually, however, for stemmatologists no 
outgroups are available, and they have to turn to other methods to determine 
the roots in their trees.
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In philology: contra

• p. 346 (Guillaumin): In biology, one can root a graph produced with a 
phylogenetic method by introducing artificially into the calculation a 
remote species known to belong outside the studied group. In philology, 
this is practically impossible insofar as, by definition, the entire available 
tradition has to be taken into account in the stemma (the only comparable 
case would theoretically be an ancient rewriting, interpolation, or 
translation prior to the archetype, but this kind of example is uncommon 
and difficult to harmonise with the distance calculation).

• p. 543-544 (Windram / Howe): It is generally not possible to use outgroups 
for the study of textual traditions. All witnesses to a particular text would 
be included in the ingroup, and there is no suitably related outgroup to 
include in the analysis. Other texts by the same author, or even other 
sections of the text under analysis, would clearly not align with the text 
being studied.
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In philology: pro

• p. 160 (Macé): the text of indirect witnesses has been preserved outside 
the main tradition; they can therefore be used as an outgroup. 

• p. 285 (Macé): [To root the tree] it was possible to use what in biology is 
called an outgroup. This is rather unusual in philology, but it occasionally 
happens that an indirect witness (a translation or another recension of the 
work) can be proved to be independent from the archetype of the direct 
tradition and can therefore be used as an outgroup.

• In my opinion, those cases are not so uncommon as generally assumed, 
but one has to look for them.
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First example: Physiologus



Sbordone’s stemma of the first recension

4 “families”: 

1. M Γ

2. Σ a s

3. W O

4. AEI Π

Sbordone 1936, lxxix



Critical editions of the Physiologus in the 20th century

• Sbordone 1936: reconstructive edition, based on all known witnesses, with 
one “Leithandschrift” (the “oldest” one) from one of the four families 
(prima classis) (M)

• Offermans 1966: monotypic edition of a newly (1937) discovered 
manuscript (G, Morgan Library M.397, Calabria, s. X ex.), with some 
corrections, synoptical monotypic edition of Sbordone’s “Leithandschrift” 
(M)

• Kaimakis 1974: synoptic reconstructive edition (= Sbordone, with 
mistakes) of each of the three other families (2-4)

• All these editions are based on Sbordone’s stemma (and collation)
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Kaimakis 1974

Fam. II Fam. III
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Kaimakis 1974

Fam. IV



Sbordone’s Leiths.(M): Ambr. A 45 sup., Otranto, s. XII  
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Translations (Gottheil 1899)



New stemma: redaction β

1927.06.202
2



New stemma: redaction α

2027.06.202
2

?
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Second example: Gregory of Nazianzus
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Gregory of Nazianzus: Editions of Or. 10

• PG 35 (1857), col. 827-832 = ed. Mauristes 1778, p. 239-
241
• a few mss from Paris, difficult to identify

• M.-A. Calvet-Sebasti, SC 405 (1995), p. 316-327 
• 10 mss

• J. Mossay, CCSG 64 = CNaz 22 (2006), p. 5-11
• 133 mss + Syriac and Georgian translations
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“Rameau a”

Only Or. 12, no
comparison
possible
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κατηγορήσω γὰρ αὐτὸς ἐγὼ τῆς
ἐμῆς εἴτε ἀπονοίας εἴτε ἀνοίας. 

for I will blame myself because of 
my simplicity or my madness

ταπεινώσεως: humility

destroys the irony and the
wordplay
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στάζει τὸ πνευματικόν τε καὶ ἱερατικὸν 
ἐκεῖνο μύρον

this spiritual and priestly perfume flows
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Third example: Ps.-Dionysius, Ep. ad Titum



The Georgian and Latin versions

Two versions, three possibilities:

1. Lost Greek model > two independent translations into Latin and Georgian: 
easiest hypothesis

2. Latin > Georgian: impossible (date of mss, lacunae in Latin…)

3. Georgian > Latin: no other example of such a translation

 Consequences for the edition of both versions



Hypothesis 1

The Georgian version is an outgroup for Latin mss tradition and conversely

That worked fine for the Latin mss, but lead to contradictions for the
Georgian



Hypothesis 3

The Georgian can still be used as outgroup for the Latin tradition (since it is 
the model of the Latin version), but the Latin is now but one witness to the 
Georgian version and must be located somewhere on the stemma



Translation mistakes

• Lat. II,16-17: eruct(u)ator divinorum eloquiorum, inquisitor perditorum

• Georg. II,19-20: აღმომყვანებელიდანთქმულთაჲდა მეძიებელი
წარწყმედულთაჲ “bringing up those who have sunk and looking for those 
who are lost” (confirmed by the other translations)

• “those who have sunk” = da(n)tkmulta-y 
• (da = “and”) tkmultay < tkmul-i = “what is said” > eloquium

• erector > eruct(u)ator (hapax)
• Cf. Ps. 44.2 Vulg.: Eructavit cor meum verbum bonum

• Augustine, Epistulae 199 (CSEL, 57), p. 261.21: expositores divinorum
eloquiorum

• > eructator divinorum eloquiorum



Conclusion
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• For late antique and early medieval traditions, translations can often be 
used as outgroups,

• provided that they literal, older than the direct witnesses and that their 
relationship to the text under study is correctly understood.
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